
Chapter II 

Geotomography: heterogeneity of the mantle 

You all do know this mantle. 
Shakespeare Uulius Caesar) 

We must now admit that the Earth is not like an 
onion. It is time for some lateral thinking. One
dimensional radial variations in the mantle were 
responsible for what are now the standard one
and two-layer models of geodynamics and man
tle geochemical reservoirs . The lateral variations 
of seismic velocity and density are as important 
as the radial variations. The shape of the Earth 
tells us this directly but provides little depth res
olution. The long-wavelength geoid tells us that 
lateral density variations - and probable chemi
cal variations - occur at great depth. Heat flow 
tells us that there are pronounced shallow vari
ations in heat productivity, structure and phys
ical properties. Lateral variations in the mantle 
affect the orientation of Earth in space and con
vection in the mantle and core. This property of 
the Earth is known as asphericity. It is best stud
ied with seismic tomography. In the following 
chapters we further recognize that the Earth is 
neither elastic nor isotropic; it is anelastic and 
anisotropic. Long-wavelength lateral variations are 
revealed by global tomography. High-resolution 
seismic studies and scattering of high-frequency 
seismic waves complement the long-wavelength 
studies but are not consistent with the simple 
dynamic and chemical models based on older lD 
or long-wavelength studies. Scattering may con
tribute to the anisotropy and attenuation of seis
mic waves in the upper mantle, and may help 
resolve the fates of recycled materials and the 
question of homogeneity of the upper mantle. 

Tomography 

Seismic tomography can be used to infer the 
three-dimensional structure of the Earth's inte
rior, and, under certain conditions, the min
eralogy. It is more difficult to infer tempera
ture and composition. Although seismology and 
tomography are quantitative sciences, the result
ing maps and cross-sections are often inter
preted in a visual or intuitive way. Conclusions 
based on visual inspection of color tomographic 
cross-sections [see mantleplurnes] can be called 
Qualitative chromo-tomography or QCT. Quantitative 
tomographic interpretations involve probabi
listie tomography maps of chemical het
erogeneities, understanding how the 
power is distributed in the wave
number domain, anisotropy and derived quan
tities such as Vp/Vs ratios, correlations, spec
tral densities vs. depth, matched filters, statis
tics and so on. Anelasticity, anharmonicity and 
mineral physics and geodynamic constraints, 
are also used in quantitative interpretations of 
tomographic models. Quite often a tomographic 
cross-section is misleading because of ray cov
erage, color saturation, cropping, data selec
tion, bleeding and smearing. There are also arti
facts associated with source, receiver and finite 
frequency effects, lateral refraction, anisotropy 
and projection. Global tomography gives only 
the long-wavelength components of heterogene
ity. Seismic scattering and high-frequency reflec
tion experiments provide details of small-scale 
structure. 



Preliminaries 
In mantle tomography the number of parame
ters that one would like to estimate far exceeds 
the information content (the number of inde
pendent data points) of the data. It is there
fore necessary to decide which parameters are 
best resolved by the data, what is the resolu
tion, or averaging length, which parameters to 
hold constant, how to treat unsampled areas, 
and how the model should be parameterized (for 
example as layers or smooth functions, isotropic 
or anisotropic). In addition, there are a vari
ety of corrections that might be made (such as 
crustal thickness. water depth, elevation, ellip
ticity, attenuation). The resulting models are as 
dependent on these assumptions and corrections 
as they are on the quality and quantity of the 
data. This is not unusual in science; data must 
always be interpreted in a framework of assump
tions, and the data are always, to some extent, 
incomplete and inaccurate. In the seismologi
cal problem the relationship between the solu
tion, or the model, including uncertainties, and 
the data can be expressed formally. The effects 
of the assumptions and parameterizations, how
ever, are more obscure, but these also influence 
the solution. The hidden assumptions are the 
most dangerous. For example, most seismic mod
eling assumes perfect elasticity, isotropy, geomet
ric or finite-frequency optics and linearity. To 
some extent all of these assumptions are wrong, 
and their likely effects must be kept in mind. 
These artifacts and assumptions do not show up 
in color tomographic cross-sections, which also 
usually do not indicate which parts of the mantle 
are unsampled and have been filled in by smooth
ing. Published cross-sections are usually selected, 
oriented and cropped to make a certain point. 
Thus, it is easy for nonspecialists to accept these 
cross-sections as data and to overinterpret them. 
Tomography is best used as a hypothesis tester 
rather than as a definitive and unique mapper of 
heterogeneity and mantle temperature. 

Qualitative vs. quantitative tomography 
Body-wave tomography is a powerful but imper
fect tool. Travel-time tomography, used alone, is 
particularly limited. The results depend crucially 
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on the ray geometry, which is constrained by 
the geometry of earthquakes and seismic stations 
(Vasco et al., 1995), and -to a lesser extent - the 
details of the mathematical techniques employed 
(Spakman and Nolet, 1988; Spakman et al., 1989; 
Shapiro and Ritzwoller, 2004). Seismic ray cov
erage is sparse and spotty. Moreover, the visual 
appearance of displayed results depends on the 
color scheme, reference model, cropping and 
cross-sections chosen. The resulting images con
tain artifacts that appear convincing (Spakn1an 
et al., 1989). Even further difficulties result from 
the limitations of present algorithms, which 
cannot correct completely for finite-frequency, 
source and anisotropic effects and can certainly 
not constrain regions where there are little data. 
Global tomographic models have little detailed 
resolution. High-frequency reflection , scattering 
and coda studies paint a much more complex 
picture of the mantle than is available from long
period waves. 

Visual, or intuitive, interpretations of tomo
graphic images , qualitative chromo-tomography 
(QCf) and the association of color with temper
ature have had more crossdisciplinary impact 
than quantitative and statistical analysis of the 
tomographic results . To a geochemist a color 
cross-section provides overwhelming tomo
graphic evidence that at least some of 
the subducting lithospheric plates are 
currently reaching the core-mantle 
boundary. The visual impressions of tomo
graphic images, their implications regarding iso
topic as well as major element recycling, and 
the plausibility or implausibility of layering and 
survival of heterogeneities in a convecting man
tle are now at the heart of perceived con
flicts of geophysics and geochemistry 
and mantle convection. It has recently 
become possible to quantify tomographic models, 
to resolve density and to separate the effects of 
temperature and composition (Ishii and Tromp, 
2004; Trampert et al., 2004). The basic assump
tion in many tomographic interpretations, that 
low seismic velocity is always a proxy for high 
temperature and low density, is not valid. There 
is no correlation in properties between the upper 
mantle, midmantle and lower mantle and no 
evidence for either deep slab penetration or 
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continuous plume-like low-velocity upwellings 
(Becker and Boschi. 2002; Ishii and Tromp. 2004; 
Trampert et al., 2004); this is consistent with 
chemical stratification (Wen and Anderson. 1995, 
1997). 

Color 2D cross-sections are particularly 
ambiguous; although certainly vivid - and 
impressive to nonspecialists - they are not 'over
whelming, compelling or convincing' evidence 
for mantle dynamics or composition; they can 
be overinterpreted. They cannot do justice to the 
information content of a typical tomographic 
study. There are also issues of physical, geody
namic and petrological interpretations ; are 'blue' 
regions of the lower mantle, even if real, unam
biguous indicators of cold , dense material that 
started at the Earth's surface? 

Geodynamic interpretations of tomographic 
models based on quantitative analyses of tomog
raphy (Scrivner and Anderson, 1992; Wen 
and Anderson, 1995; Masters et al., 2000; Gu 
et al. , 2001; Anderson, 2002a; Ishii and Tromp. 
2004; Trampert et al., 2004) are quite differ
ent from the interpretations of QCT and color 
images [Probabilistic Tomograph y Ma p s 
o f Chemical Heterogeneities]. Very few 
slab-like features appear to be dense; hardly any 
hotspots appear to be underlain by buoyant mate
rial in the lower mantle. Long wavelength chem
ical heterogeneities. however, exist throughout 
the mantle (Ishii and Tromp, 1999, 2004). 

Tomographic images are often inter
preted in terms of an assumed velocity-density
temperature correlation, e.g. high shear-velocity 
(blue) is attributed to cold dense slabs, and low 
shear velocity (red) is interpreted as hot rising 
low-density blobs. There are many factors con
trolling seismic velocity and some do not involve 
temperature or density. Cold, dense regions of 
the mantle can have low shear velocities (e.g. 
Presnall and Gudfinnsson, 2004; Trampert et al., 
2004) . Changes in composition or crystal struc
ture can lower the shear-velocity and increase 
the bulk modulus and/or density, as can be 
verified by checking any extensive tabulation of 
elastic properties and densities of minerals . Ishii 
and Tromp (2004), for example, found negative 
correlations between velocity and density in the 
upper mantle. 

For reviews of the situation regarding seis
mic modeling - including uncertainties and lim
itations - see Dziewonski (2005); Boschi and 
Dziewonski (1999); Vasco et al. (1994) and Ritsema 
et al. (1999). The bottom line is that the m antle 
is not similar to the one- and two-layer 1D struc
tures that underlie the standard models of m an
tle geodynamics and geochemistry and tempera
ture is not the sole parameter controlling seismic 
velocities . 

Spectrum of heterogeneity 
Understanding how t h e power i s dis
tribu ted in the waven umber domain and 
the distribution of the spectral power as a func
tion of depth in the mantle is an extremely 
valuable diagnostic in the interpretation of 
tomographic models and assessing the appli
cability of various mantle convection m.od
els [www . mantlep lumes . org / Convection . 
h tml ]. Tanimoto (1991) was the first to point out 
the significance of the predominance of the large
scale heterogeneity in the Earth. Su and Dziewon
ski (1991, 1992) showed that tomographic power 
is approximately constant up to degree 6, but 
then decreases rapidly. Mantle convection simu
lations must satisfY this constraint. 

Approaches 
There are several approaches for interpreting 
global seismic data. The regionalized approach 
divides the Earth into tectonic provinces and 
solves for the velocity of each. Application of 
this technique shows that shields are the highest 
velocity regions at shallow depths but conver
gence regions are faster at greater depth, suggest
ing that cold subducted material is being sam
pled (Nakanishi and Anderson, 1983, 1984a,b). 
Convergence regions. on average, are slow at 
short periods. due to high temperatures and 
melting at shallow mantle depths . The region
alization approach is necessary when the data 
are limited or when only complete great-circle or 
long-path data are available. In the latter case the 
velocity anomalies cannot be well isolated . 

In the regionalized models it is assumed that 
all regions of a given tectonic classification h ave 
the same velocity. This is clearly oversimplified . It 
is useful, however, to have such reference maps 



in order to define anomalous regions. In fact, all 
shields are not the same, and velocity does not 
increase monotonically with age within oceanic 
regions. The region around Hawaii, for example, 
is faster than equivalent-age ocean elsewhere at 
shallow depth and slower at somewhat greater 
depth. From ScS data we know that the average 
seismic velocity and attenuation in the mantle 
under Hawaii are normal. On average, hotspots 
are not associated with anomalous upper mantle, 
although visual correlations are often claimed 
with the deep mantle . 

There are now many models of the veloc
ity, attenuation and anisotropy - radial and 
azimuthal- of the upper mantle. 

[tomography u pper mantle an i sotropy] 
[mantle tomograph ic maps] [g l oba l 
seismi c strutu re maps] 
~ullard . esc . cam.ac .uk/-maggi / 

Phys i cs_Earth_Plan et/Lec ture_7/ 
colou r_figures . h tml] 

Global surface wave tomography 

The most complete global maps of seismic het
erogeneity of the upper mantle are obtained 
from surface waves [global tomographic 
i mages]. By analyzing the velocities of Love and 
Rayleigh waves, of different periods, over many 
great circles, small arcs and long arcs , it is pos
sible to reconstruct the radial and lateral veloc
ity and anisotropy variations . Although global 
coverage is possible, the limitations imposed by 
the locations of seismic stations and of earth
quakes limit the global spatial resolution to 
about 1000 km. The raw data consist of ampli
tude variations , phase delays, travel t imes, or 
average group and/or phase velocity over many 
arcs. These averages can be converted to images 
using techniques similar to medical tomography. 
Body waves have better resolution, but coverage, 
particularly for the upper mantle, is poor. The 
best global maps of mantle structure combine 
surface waves, higher modes , body waves and nor
mal modes . Even the early surface-wave studies 
indicated that the upper mantle was extremely 
inhomogenous and anisotropic. Shield paths are 
fast, oceanic paths are slow, and tectonic regions 
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are also slow. The most pronounced differences 
are in the upper 200 km, but substantial differ
ences between regions extend to about 400 km. 

The mantle above 200-300 km depth correla
tes very well with known tectonic features . There 
are large differences between continents and 
oceans, and between cratons, tectonic regions, 
back-arc basins and different age ocean basins. 
High velocities appear beneath all Archean cra
tons . Platforms are variable. At depths between 
800 and 1000 km there is good correlation 
of seismic velocities with inferred regions of 
past subduction. Hypothetical hot , narrow 
ma n t l e u pwel l ings -the elu sive mantle 
plumes - do not, in general, show up consis
tently in mantle tomography. 

Over most of the Earth, long-period Rayleigh
and Love-wave dispersion curves are 'inconsistent' 
in the sense that they cannot be fit simultane
ously using a simple isotropic model. This has 
been called the Love-wave - Rayleigh -wave 
d i screpancy and attributed to anisotropy. 
There are now many studies of this effect -
also called polarization or radial anisotropy, or 
transverse isotropy. Independent evidence for 
anisotropy in the upper mantle is strong (e .g. 
from receiver f unction s amplitudes and 
s h ear wave spli tt i ng). 

Love waves are sensitive to the SH (hori
zontally polarized shear waves) velocity of the 
shallow mantle, above about 300 km for most 
studies. The slowest regions are at plate bound
aries , particularly triple junctions. Slow velocities 
extend around the Pacific plate and include the 
East Pacific Rise, western North America, Alaska
Aleutian arcs, Southeast Asia and the Pacific
Antarctic Rise. Parts of the Mid-Atlantic Rise and 
the Indian Ocean Rise are also slow. The Red Sea
Gulf of Aden-East Africa Rift (Afar triple junction) 
is one of the slowest regions. The upper-mantle 
velocity anomaly in this slowly spreading region 
is as pronounced as under the rapidly spread
ing East Pacific Rise . Since it also shows up for 
S-delays and long-period Rayleigh waves, this is a 
substantial and deep-seated anomaly. 

Rayleigh waves are sensitive to shallow Pri
mary or compressional (P) velocities and SV (ver
tically polarized shear wave , or polarized in 
the plane of the ray) velocities from about 100 
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Group velocity of I 52-s Rayleigh waves (km/s). 

Tectonic and young oceanic areas are slow (dashed), and 

continental shields and older oceanic areas are fast. High 

temperatures and partial melting are responsible for low 

velocities. These waves are sensitive to the upper several 

hundred kilometers of the mantle (after Nakanishi and 

Anderson, 1984a). This was the first seismic indication of a 

profound mantle feature under the Afar. 

to 600 km. The fastest regions are the western 
Pacific , western Africa and the South Atlantic. 
Western North America, the Red Sea area, South
east Asia and the North Atlantic are the slow
est regions . The velocities in the South Atlantic 
and the Philippine Sea plate are faster than 
shields. 

The overall pattern of velocity variations 
shows a general correlation with surface tec
tonics . The lowest velocity regions are located 
in regions of extension or active volcanism: the 
southeastern Pacific, western North America, 
northeast Africa centered on the Afar region, 
the central Atlantic, the central Indian Ocean, 
Kerguelen-Indian Ocean triple junction, western 
North America centered on the Gulf of Califor
nia, the northeast Atlantic, the Tasman Sea-New 

Zealand-Campbell Plateau and the marginal 
seas in the western Pacific. The fastest regions 
are the western Pacific, New Guinea-western 
Australia- eastern Indian Ocean, west Africa, 
northern Europe and the South Atlantic. A high
velocity region is located in the north central 
Pacific, centered near the Hawaiian swell, sug
gesting that the swell is not a thermal anomaly. 
Mid-Atlantic ridge tomography shows 
low-velocities especially near triple junctions 
in the North and South Atlantic; these show 
up particularly well when the reference model 
is ORM, the Oceanic Reference Model. [www. 
rnantleplurnes.org/Seisrnology. htrnl] 

High-velocity regions in continents generally 
coincide with Precambrian shields and Phanero
zoic platforms (northwestern Eurasia, western 
and southern parts of Africa, eastern parts of 
North and South America, and Antarctica). Low
velocity regions in or adjacent to continents coin
cide with tectonically active regions, such as the 
Middle East centered on the Red Sea, eastern and 
southern Eurasia, eastern Australia, and west
ern North America and island arcs or back-arc 
basins such as the southern Alaskan margin, the 
Aleutian, Kurile , Japanese, Izu-Bonin, Mariana, 
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Ryukyu, Philippine, Fiji, Tonga, Kermadec and 
New Zealand arcs. 

Maps of surface-wave velocity (Nakanishi and 
Anderson, 1983, 1984a,b) provide the most direct 
display possible of the lateral heterogeneity of 
the mantle. The phase and group velocities can 
be obtained with high precision and with rela
tively few assumptions. In general, the shorter 
period waves, which sample only the crust and 
shallow mantle, correlate well and as expected 
with surface tectonics . The longer-period waves, 
which penetrate into the transition region (400-
1000 km), correlate with past subduction zones 
but less well with current surface tectonics. 

Regionalized inversion results 

Shields (S) are faster than all other tectonic 
provinces except old ocean from 100 to 250 km 
depth. Below 220 km the velocities under shields 
decrease, relative to average Earth, and below 
400 km shields, on average, are among the slow
est regions. At all depths beneath shields the 
velocities averaged over hundreds of km can be 
accounted for by reasonable mineralogies and 
temperatures without any need to invoke partial 
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melting. Trench and marginal sea regions (T), on 
the other hand, are relatively slow above 200 km, 
probably indicating the presence of a partial 
melt, and fast below 400 Ian, probably indicating 
the presence of cold subducted lithosphere. l11e 
large size of the tectonic regions and the long 
wavelengths of surface waves require that the 
anomalous regions at depth are much broader 
than the sizes of slabs or the active volcanic 
regions at the surface. This is consistent with 
broad passive upwellings under young oceans 
and abundant piling up of slabs under trench 
and old ocean regions. TI1e latter is evidence 
for layered-mantle convection and the cycling of 
oceanic plates into the transition region. 

Shields and young oceans are still evident 
at 250 Ian. At 350 km the velocity variations 
are much suppressed. Below 400 km, most of 
the correlation with surface tectonics has disap
peared, in spite of the regionalization, because 
shields and young oceans are both slow, and 
trench and old-ocean regions are both fast. Most 
oceanic regions have similar velocities at depth. 
Shields do not have higher velocities than some 
other tectonic regions below 250 lm1 and defi
nitely do not have 'roots' extending throughout 
the upper mantle or even below 400 lm1, as in 
the original tectosphere hypothesis. In high
resolution body-wave studies, subshield velocities 
drop rapidly at 150 Ian depth, although velocities 
remain relatively high to about 390 lm1. 

Spherical harmonic inversion 

An alternative way to analyze tomographic data 
is through a spherical harmonic expansion that 
ignores the surface tectonics. This provides a less 
biased way to assess the depth extent of tectonic 
features but the results are similar. In both cases, 
the unsampled regions are essentially filled in by 
interpolation. The major tectonic features corre
late well with the shear velocity above 50 km. 
Shields and old oceans are fast. Young oceanic 
regions and tectonic regions are slow. l11e slowest 
regions are centered near the midocean ridges, 
back-arc basins and the Red Sea. The hotspot 
province in the south Pacific is slow at shallow 
depths, but the shallow mantle in the north
central Pacific, including Hawaii, is fast. 
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NNA6, vertical shear velocity, depth: 250 km 
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wave tomography maps can be accessed on the web. 

The central Pacific and the northeastern 
Indian Ocean are fast. The Arctic Ocean between 
Canada and Siberia is slow. At 250 km (see 
Figure 11.3), the shields are less evident than at 
shallower depths and than in the regionalized 
model. On the other hand, the areas contain
ing ridges are pronounced low-velocity regions . 
The central Pacific and the Red Sea are slow. 
The prominent low-velocity region in the cen
tral Pacific roughly bounded by Hawaii, Tahiti , 
Samoa and the Caroline Islands is the Polyne
sian Anomaly. This feature may be related to 
extension and a possible breaking up of the 
Pacific plate. The highest velocity anomalies are 
in the far south Atlantic, north-west Africa to 
southern Europe and the eastern Indian Ocean to 
southeast Asia and are not confined to the older 
continental areas. 

The Red Sea-Afar anomaly extends to at least 
400 km, but there is no evidence for a thermal 
thinning of the transition region. The very slow 
velocities associated with western North Amer
ica die out by 300 lm1. Other data show that the 
Yellowstone anomaly extends to only 200 lrm, and 
below that depth Yellowstone is no more anoma
lous than the rest of western North America . Most 
hotspots, in fact, have low-velocity anomalies that 
are cut-off at depth (Anderson, 2005) !scor i ng 
hotspots]. 

By 400 or 450 k.m depth the pattern seen at 
shallow depths changes dramatically. The man
tle beneath most ridges is fast. The Polyne
sian Anomaly, although shifted, is still present. 
Global seismic s truc t ure maps show that 
the South Pac i fic Superswell is generally 
underlain by low velocities but do not correlate 
well with it nor are the velocities lower than 
elsewhere. Eastern North America and/or the 
western North Atlantic are slow. Most of South 
America, the South Atlantic and Africa are fast. 
The north-central Pacific is slow. Most hotspots 
are above faster-than-average parts of the mantle 
at this depth. The fast regions under the Atlantic, 
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NNA6, vertical shear velocity, depth: 340 km 
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Map of SV velocity at ~340 km depth. A 

prominent low-velocity anomaly shows up in the central 

Pacific (the Polynesian Anomaly). The fast anomalies under 

eastern Asia, northern Africa and the South Atlantic may 

represent mantle that has been cooled by subduction. 

western North America, the western Pacific and 
south of Australia may be sites of subducted or 
over-ridden oceanic lithosphere. Prominent slow 
anomalies are under the northern East Pacific 
Rise and in the northwest Indian Ocean. The cen
tral Atlantic and the older parts of the Pacific are 
fast. 

The upper-mantle shear velocities along three 
great-circle paths are shown in Figures 11.5 to 
11.7. The open circles are slower than average 
regions of the mantle . These show the effects of 
ridges and cratons. 

Q uantitat ive tectonic correlations 
Cratonic 'roots' (archons), thickening oceanic 
plates and subducting slabs are the first-order 
contributors to tomography above about 400 lm1 
depth . In order to investigate the fate of slabs, 

the structure of ridges and hotspots and the 
style of mantle convection, one can calculate 
residual maps by excluding from the tomogra· 
phy the first-order effects of conductive cooling 
of oceanic plates, deep cratonic roots, and par
tial melting or cooling caused by subducted litho
sphere (Wen and Anderson, 1995). TI1e good cor
relations between residual tomography in the 
transition zone (400- 650 lm1) with 0-30 Ma sub
duction can be explained by slab accumulation 
in this region . The correlations between seismic 
velocities in the transition region and the sub
duction during earlier periods are poor. This may 
indicate that slabs reside near the 650 km dis
continuity for only a certain period of time. This 
discontinuity may not be the place where long
lived-mantle convective stratification takes place, 
as often assumed, and it may not be a bound
ary between chemically distinct regions of the 
mantle. Mantle convection may be dec01-related 
closer to 900 ian, near a recently rediscovered 
mantle discontinuity (the Repetti discontinuity) . 
TI1is may be a chemical boundary. If so, we expect 
it to be highly variable in depth. 
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Shear wave velocity from SO to 550 km depth 

along the great-circle path shown. Cross-sections are shown 

with two vertical exaggerations. Note the low-velocity 

regions in the shallow mantle below Mexico, the Afar and 

south of Australia and the asymmetry of the North Atlantic. 

Velocity variations are much more extreme at depths less 

than 250 km than at greater depths. The circles on the map 

represent hotspots. 

There is n o clear global , statisti 
cally signi f i can t , cor re l at i on between 
s u r f ace ho t spots o r swells and man tle 
struc ture below some 400 km. 

Slabs and tomography 
The relationship between sub duction and 
seismi c t omograph y has been studied widely. 
Scrivner and Anderson (1992) correlated subduc
tion positions since the breakup of Pangea, with 
seismic tomography depth by depth throughout 
the whole mantle. TI1ey found the best corre
lations in the transition zone region. Ray and 
Anderson (1994) found good correlations between 

integrated slab locations since Pangea breakup 
and fast velocities in the depth range 220-1022 
km. Wen and Anderson (1995) quantified the 
slab flux by estimating the subducted volume 
in the hotspot reference frame and correlated it 
with seismic tomography throughout the man
tle. They found significant correlations in the 
depth interval 900-1100 km and attributed these 
to the accumulation of subducted lithosphere in 
this region. Correlations were found in the upper 
mantle and transition zone for more recent sub
duction. 

Some slabs may be stopped at the 650 km 
discontinuity for a period of time, while some 
slabs may penetrate to 1000 km. The residual 
tomography shows high velocity beneath the 
Kurile, Japan, Izu-Bonin, Mariana, New Hebrides 
and Philippine trenches . This implies that the 
subducted slabs may accumulate beneath these 
trenches at the 650 km discontinuity. TI1e good 
correla tions between the 0-30 Ma subduction 
and residual tomography can be explained by the 
accumula tion of slabs beneath the Kurile , Japan , 
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cross-section shown. Note low velocities at shallow depth 

under the western Pacific backarc basins, replaced by high 

velocities, presumably slabs, at greater depth. The eastern 

Pacific is slow at all depths. The Atlantic is fast below 400 km, 

possibly due to accumulated slabs. The fast regions above 200 
km are cratonic roots. 

degree 2 are found in the lower mantle 
and at degree 6 in the upper mantle; the latter 
is controlled, in part, by the distribution of cra
tons and trenches. Some have interpreted these 
results in terms of degree 2 convection in 
the lower mantle and degree 6 dominated 
convection in the upper mantle. 

Izu-Bonin, Mariana, New Hebrides and Philippine 
trenches in the transition zone. 

Cratons 
Quantitative correlations between cratons and 
tomography confirm the impressions one gets 
from visual interpretations (Polet and Anderson, 
1995; Wen and Anderson, 1997; Becker and 
Boschi, 2002). 

Hotspots 
The relationship between hotspots and seismic 
tomography has been investigated extensively, 
with mixed results. Visually, some LVZ in the 
mantle appear to correlate with hotspots but 
these are not statistically significant. Excellent 

The overall distribution of hotspots correlates 
with very long wavelength low seismic veloci
ties in the upper mantle and in the deep lower 
mantle (1700 km CMB) but hotspot locations 
are no better correlated with lower 
mantle tomography than are ridge loca
tions. Global correlations are very poor in the 
mid-mantle, below 1000 km depth, and at shorter 
wavelengths and decrease very rapidly into the 
transition zone. Some hotspots correlate with 
fast velocities in the 400-500 km interval. 

There are strong negative correlations 
between hotspot positions and the 0-180 Ma 
reconstructed slab locations; hotspots apparently 
do not originate in mantle that has been cooled 
or blocked by slab. Normal mantle, cooled by 

correlations at spherical harmonic subduction will, of course, correlate with the 
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subduction history. But this 1nantle will also 
correlate with hotspots, even if only ' normal' 
mantle is present. Some hotspots correlate 
with some tomographic maps at some depths 
[scoring hotspots]. 

Chemical stratification 
The possible chemical stratification of mantle 
convection is an issue of current interest, which 
I will keep coming back to. It is hard to prove or 
disprove simply by looking at tomographic cross
sections. The endothermic nature of the phase 
change at 650 km depth may cause slab flatten
ing and delay slab penetration but it cannot pre
vent large masses of cold material- of the same 
composition as the surrounding mantle - from 
episodically cascading across the boundary. The 
combination of a negative Clapyron slope at 650 
km, a chemical barrier near 1000 km, and an 
increase of viscosity with depth may serve to con
fine the plate tectonic cycle and recycling to the 
outer 1000 km of the mantle. 

Below some- not all- subduction zones,some
not all - seismic tomographic cross-sections con
tain bands of fast anomalies that extend into 
the mantle below 650 km. These visual anoma
lies are generally interpreted as slabs penetrat
ing through the 650 lan seismic discontinuity, 
and as evidence in support of 'whole-mantle con
vection flow' (Grand et al., 1997; Bijwaard et al., 
1998}. However, thermal coupling between two 
flow systems separated by an impermeable inter
face provides an alternative explanation of the 
tomographic results. 

The dynamical interpretations of the geoid 
show that the model with an impermeable inter
face at 650 km or deeper can satisfY the data 
equally well as the whole-mantle model (Wen 
and Anderson, 1997} and some resistance to up
and downgoing flows can reduce the amplitudes 
of surface dynamic topography (Thoraval et al., 
1995). If there is an impermeable interface at 650 
km, cold subducted lithosphere that has accumu
lated above the boundary at 660 km can cool 
the underlying material and initiate a down
welling instability into the lower mantle. In such 
a case, it would be difficult on the basis of seismic 
tomography alone to discriminate between 'ther
mal slabs' (with no material exchange between 
the upper and lower mantles) and slabs pene-

trating into the lower mantle. Thermal coupling 
could be an alternative explanation of the tomo
graphic results. 

Correlations with heat flow 
and geoid 

Love-wave velocities are well correlated with 
heat flow and, therefore, with surface tectonics . 
Shields are areas of low heat flow and exhibit 
high Love-wave velocities, in spite of the thick 
low-velocity crust. From the Love-wave data one 
would predict that southeast Asia and the Afar 
region are characterized by high heat flow. 

The geoid has a weak correlation with surface
wave velocities, consistent with a deep origin for 
the causative mass anomalies. The correlation 
between surface-wave velocities and the geoid is 
weak. 

Regions of generally faster than average 
velocity occur in the western Pacific, the western 
part of the African plate, Australia-southern 
Indian Ocean, part of the south Atlantic, north
eastern North America-western North Atlantic 
and northern Europe. These are all geoid lows. 
Dense regions of the mantle that are in isostatic 
equilibrium generate geoid lows. High density 
and high velocity are both consistent with cold 
mantle. The above regions may be underlain 
by cold subducted materiaL Geoid highs occur 
near Tonga-Fiji, the Andes, Borneo, the Red Sea, 
Alaska, the northern Atlantic and the southern 
Indian Ocean. These are generally slow regions 
of the mantle and are therefore presumably 
hot. The upward deformation of boundaries 
counteracts the low density associated with the 
buoyant material, and for uniform viscosity 
the net result is a geoid high (Hager, 1983}. An 
isostatically compensated column of low-density 
material also generates a geoid high because of 
the elevation of the surface. 

Features of the geoid having wavelengths of 
about 4000 to 10 000 km are genera ted in the 
upper mantle. Geoid anomalies of this wave
length generally have an amplitude of about 
20 to 30 m. An isostatically compensated den
sity anomaly of 0 .5% spread over the upper 
mantle would give geoid anomalies of this size. It 
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Cross-section illustrating the low upper-mantle 

shear velocities under midocean ridges and western North 

America. Stable regions are relatively fast in the shallow 

mantle. 

therefore appears that a combination of slabs and 
broad thermal anomalies in the upper mantle 
can explain the major features of the degree 4-9 
geoid. The longer wavelength part of the geoid, 
degrees 2 and 3, correlates with seismic veloci
ties in the deeper part of the mantle. Figure 11.8 
shows the actual distribution of Love-wave phase 
velocities and that computed from the geoid 
assuming a linear relationship between velocity 
and geoid height. Most subduction regions are 
slow at short periods, presumably because of the 
presence of back-arc basins and hot, upwelling 
material above the slab. 

Slabs are colder than normal mantle and 
therefore they can be denser. Intrinsically 
denser minerals also occur in the slab because 
of temperature-dependent phase changes. The 
phase-change effect leverages the role of temper
ature with the result that slabs confined to the 
upper mantle can explain the magnitude of the 

Vs~o.~mo~o:o:o::: . ·:·:·:•:•:•:C + o.25 

slab-related geoid. Dense delaminated lower con
tinental crust may also contribute to density and 
velocity anomalies in the upper mantle. 

Azimuthal anisotropy 
The velocities of surface waves depend on posi
tion and on the direction of travel. If an ade
quately dense global coverage of surface-wave 
paths is available, then azimuthal aniso
tropy of the upper mantle, as well as lat
eral heterogeneity can be studied (Tanimoto and 
Anderson, 1984, 1985, Forsyth and Vyeda, 1975). 
Global azimuthal anisotropy may corre
late with convective motions in the mantle; it 
is a further constraint on mantle geodynamics . 

Azimuthal anisotropy can be caused by ori
ented crystals or a consistent fabric caused by, for 
example, dikes or convective rolls in the shallow 
mantle. In either case, the azimuthal variation 
of seismic-wave velocity is telling us something 
about convection in the mantle. 

Figure 11.9 is a map of the azimuthal results 
for 200-s Rayleigh waves . The lines are oriented in 
the maximum velocity direction, and the length 
of the lines is proportional to the anisotropy. The 
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(a) 

(b) 

The intermediate wavelength geoid is controlled 

by processes in the upper mantle (slabs, slow asthenosphere). 

(a) The I = 6 component of a global spherical harmonic 

expansion of Love-wave phase velocities. These are sensitive 

to shear velocity in the upper several hundred kilometers of 

the mantle. Note that most shields are fast (gray areas), and 

oceanic and tectonic regions are slow (white areas). Hot 

regions of the upper mantle, in general, cause geoid highs 

because of thermal expansion and uplift of the surface and 

internal boundaries. Tectonic and young oceanic areas are 

generally elevated over the surrounding terrain. (b) Phase 

velocity computed from the I = 6 geoid, assuming a linear 

relationship between geoid height and phase velocity. Note 

the agreement between these two measures of upper-mantle 

properties (Tanimoto and Anderson, 1985). 

azimuthal variation is low under North Ainer
ica and the central Atlantic, between Borneo 
and Japan, and in East Antarctica. Maximum 
velocities are oriented approximately northeast
southwest under Australia, the eastern Indian 
Ocean, and northern South AI11erica and east
west under the central Indian Ocean; they vary 
under the Pacific Ocean from north-south in 
the southern central region to more northwest
southeast in the northwest portion. The fast 
direction is generally perpendicular to plate 
boundaries. There is little correlation with plate 

2 percent 

Azimuthal variation of phase velocities of 200-s 

Rayleigh waves (expanded up to I = m = 3) (after Tanimoto 

and Anderson, 1984, 1985). 

motion directions, and little is expected since 
200-s Rayleigh waves are sampling the mantle 
beneath the lithosphere. Pn velocity correlates 
well with spreading direction. 

Lateral heterogeneity from 
body waves 

Because of the irregular distribution of seismic 
stations and seismic events, one cannot deter
mine tomographic anomalies on a globally uni
form basis from body waves. This limitation is 
fundamental and cannot be cured by improve
ments in ray theory, reference models or inver
sion techniques. Many body-wave tomographic 
maps and cross-sections simply reflect the ray 
coverage and regions where the reference model 
has been perturbed. If there is inadequate cov
erage, the reference model is unchanged but 
this does not mean it is right, or that contrasts 
with adjacent regions are correct. In contrast to 
surface-wave studies, however, the anomalies can 
be fairly well localized geographically although 
the depth extent is ambiguous. Average prop
erties along rays or ray bundles can be deter
mined accurately. Cross-sections oriented along 
the great-circle paths between many sources and 
receivers are the most useful. Tomographic cuts 
in random directions across body-wave models 
that do not include many sources and receivers 
can be misleading. In principle, the most reliable 
tomographic studies use both body waves and 
surface waves, and correct for frequency effects. 
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V, and Vp in various tectonic provinces. Note 

the large lateral variations above 200 km and the moderate 

variations between 200 and 400 km. The reversal in velocity 

between ISO and 200 lcrn under the shield area may 

indicate that this is the thickness of the stable shield plate. 

Models from Grand and Heimberger ( 1984a,b) and Walck 

(1984). 

The highest resolution body-wave studies, 
involving the use of travel times, apparent 
velocities, amplitudes and waveform fitting, have 
provided details about upper-mantle velocity 
structures in several tectonic regions. Figure 11.10 
shows some results. Note that low velocities 
extend to depths of about 390 km for the tec
tonic and oceanic structures. These regional stud
ies confirm the general features of the global 
surface-wave studies. Recent results for the tec
tonic province ofSW USA are available [Ristra / 
ristra . html]. 

Although the largest variations (of the order 
of 10%) in seismic velocity occur in the upper 
200 km of the mantle, the velocities from 200 
to about 400 km under oceanic and tectonic 
regions are slightly less (on the order of 4% on 
average) than under shields. The question then 
arises, what is the cause of these deeper veloc
ity variations? Is the continental plate 400 km 
thick or are t h e velocities between 150-200 and 

SH velocities in the upper mantle at depths of 

(after Grand , 1986). 

400 km beneath shields appropriate for 'normal' 
subsolidus mantle? 

Body-wave tomography of the 
lower mantle 

The large lateral variations of seismic veloc
ity in the upper mantle make it difficult to 
detect the smaller variations in the lower mantle 
and deep small-scale structure. Long-wavelength 
velocity and density variations in the lower man
tle are easier to detect from tomography and 
have more influ ence on the geoid and orien
tation of the Earth than comparable variations 
in the upper mantle. Body-wave tomography 
of the lower mantle has revealed features 
that are simila r to the low-order components 
of the geoid (Hager and Clayton, 1989). The 
polar regions are fast, and the equatorial regions, 
in general, are slow. The slowest regions are 
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SH velocities at depths of 490 to 575 km (after 

centered near the long-wavelength geoid highs, 
which occupy the central Pacific and the North 
Atlantic through Africa to the southwestern 
Indian Ocean. TI1e slow-shear-velocity regions 
were originally thought to represent hotter than 
average mantle but the bulk modulus and den
sity are higher than average, ruling out a thermal 
explanation. The range of the long wavelength 
velocity variations is much less than in the shal
low mantle but there are small ultra-low velocity 
regions near the core that have 10-20% velocity 
reductions. 

Slow regions of the lower mantle occur under 
the mid Indian Ocean Ridge, the East Pacific 
Rise , western North America and South Africa. 
Fast regions occur under Australia, China, South 
America and northern Pacific. Generally, there is 
lack of radial continuity in the lower mantle. 
Large-scale convection-like features are not evi
dent. TI1e fastest regions are Siberia, south Africa, 
south of South America and the northeast Pacific. 
At mid-to-lower mantle depths (Figures 11.17 

and 11.18), the slowest regions are southeast 

Africa and adjacent oceans, the Cape Verde
Canaries-Azores region of the Atlantic, and the 
equatorial Pacific. The fast regions are in the 
north polar regions, North America, eastern 
Indian Ocean and the South Atlantic. Most con
tinental regions are fast. Near the base of the 
lower mantle, the prominent low-velocity regions 
are under Africa, Brazil and the south-central 
Pacific. TI1e fast regions are Asia, the North 
Atlantic, the northern Pacific and Antarctica. 
The locations of hotspots do not correlate with 
the slower regions at the base of the mantle. 
[global seismic structure maps, scor
ing hotspots]. 

Superplumes? 
TI1e so-called Pacific and African lower man
tle superplumes, identified visually in global 
tomographic cross-sections, apparently are dense 
(Ishii and Tromp, 2004) and must have a chem
ical origin; they are not thermally buoyant, as 
has often been proposed. In the lower part of 
the mantle, thermal buoyancy is weak compared 
to chemical buoyancy because thermal expan
sivity decreases with pressure. Purely thermal 
upwellings are expected to have low bulk mod
ulus, low compressional velocity and low den
sity. TI1is is not the case (Ishii and Tromp, 2004, 
Trampert et al., 2004) for the large lower-mantle 
features . The large-scale features have the appro
priate dimensions to be thermal in nature but 
resemble more a chemically dense layer at high 
pressure, i.e., large-scale marginally-stable domes 
with large relief. TI1ese domes may have neutral 
density, or be slowly rising or sinking. In any 
case, they will affect the geoid, the dynamic sur
face topography, and the relief on other chemi
cal boundaries. D" would then be a very dense -
probably iron-rich - layer, and the overlying 
'layer', which is called D' , would be a less dense 
region trapped between D" and the rest of the 
lower mantle. Stratification may have been estab
lished during accretional melting of the Earth 
by downward drainage of dense melts and resid
ual refractory phases, and iron partitioning into 
phases that may include post-perovskite, low-spin 
iron-rich oxides and sulfides and intermetallic 
compounds. TI1e large low-shear-velocity features 
are more appropriately called 'domes,' a geo
logically descriptive term, than 'megaplumes' or 
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Depth 2500 km 

FAST: 
ds = - 0.0001 

Compressional velocity at 2500 km depth. Note 

the large low-velocity zone under Africa. This was called a 

superplume by later workers but it has high density and high 

bulk modulus; it is a compositional feature . 

'superplumes,' which implies a thermal, active 
upwelling with low-density and low-bulk mod
ulus. The existence of large lateral changes 
in chemistry and lithology makes suspect all 
attempts to infer composition and temperature 
from 1D mantle models such as PREM. 

Seismic scattering 
Because of resolution limitations global seismic 
models are smooth and heterogeneities of order 
1 to 10 km are not imaged. High-frequency tech
niques, however, are available to map small-scale 
heterogeneities throughout the mantle . Early 
measurements of precursors to multi-reflected 
core phases showed that the upper 300 km of 
the m antle was complex, giving both coherent 
and incoherent reflections (Whitcomb and Ander
son , 1970). Recent results confirm the multiple 
reflections in the mantle (Figure 9.3). Scattering 
is minor in the lower mantle compared with the 
upper mantle and the upper 200 Ian contain 
more or stronger scatterers than the transition 

SLOW: 
ds = 0.0001 

region data (Baig and Dahlen, 2004; Shearer and 
Earle, 2004). Small scale structures ( ~ 8 km) in 
the upper 200 km appear to be an order of mag
nitude greater than elsewhere. The strongly scat
tering upper mantle is also strongly anisotropic, 
a possible manifestation of some organized het
erogeneity, and high attenuation, also consistent 
with scattering, although other explanations for 
these are available. 

Controversial evidence for strong 
seismic scattering in the lower man
tle has been used to support the whole 
mantle convection model but newer and 
more powerful techniques allow a different 
conclusion. It appears that the upper mantle is 
the stronger scatterer of seismic energy and the 
lower mantle - below 1000 km depth - is rather 
bland except in D" . The same features that scat
ter energy may also be responsible for the pro
nounced anisotropy and anelasticity of the upper 
mantle. 

Color images 
Experienced geodynamicists are fond of saying 
that one mantle convection simulation is worse 
than none. This is true in all branches of 
non-linear mechanics and thermal convection. 
Complex systems are sensitive to changes in 
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initial and boundary conditions and one must 
feel out a large part of parameter space before 
one understands the system. The same is true 
for one or two tomographic images. Although 
a picture may be worth a thousand words a 
single color tomographic cross-section can be 
worse than none. Although quantitative and 
statistical interpretations of tomographic models 
are required to fully capitalize on their informa
tion content, much can be learned by looking 
at hundreds of tomographic maps and cross
sections from different groups. Numerous color 
images of various tomographic studies can be 
found on www .mantleplumes. org /Penrose/ 
BookChapterPDFs/RitsemaWebSuppl_ 
Accepted. pdf and by searching for global 

seismic structure maps, mantleplumes, 
cal tech tomography Ritsema ORM, and 
tomography maps mantle, and searching 
Google Images with the key words tomog
raphy or cross sections combined with 
global, lower mantle, upper mantle, tran
sition zone, mantle, Iceland, Yellow
stone, Hawaii, Harvard, Berkeley, Rit
sema, Harvard, Grand and so on. At the time 
of writing there are also images on [geophy
sics . nrnsu. edu/jni/research], [bullard. 
esc.cam.ac . uk/~maggi/Physics_Earth_ 

Planet / Lecture_7 / colour_figures.html] 
and www . gps. cal tech. edu. See also the 
book, Plates, Plumes and Paradigms, Foulger et a!. 
(2005). 


